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 YORD has pulled together a range of products which we think represents 

the best offerings to the market. We manufacture high-performance timber 

windows and doors but we can also replicate products to match your existing, 

should you wish to safeguard the character of your property or have a need 

to blend a new property seamlessly into any established area.  For the same 

reasons, we also produce steel framed windows, doors. Steel windows with their 

minimal sight-lines are heavily associated with both the Art Deco and Modernist 

movements of the early 20th Century but their minimalist lines can fit well in 

many architectural styles.

 

 However, it would not be possible for us to meet the needs of every 

project with only our own products, so we have sourced what we consider to be 

the finest products from Europe’s leading manufacturers in order to satisfy both 

the design and technical requirements of even the most demanding architectural 

concepts. We offer a number of timber/aluminium composites and aluminium 

frames windows and doors with almost endless design possibilities. This enables 

us to offer frameless sliding systems, corner sliding or folding door ranges to 

match with the windows. 

 We always work closely with architects, contractors and homeowners to 

ensure the very best result for each project so, for this reason, we ask that you 

involve us at as early in your project as possible, so we can assist with choosing the 

correct product, help design the installation detail and undertake the installation. 

All of which in order to provide accountability and give our clients piece of mind.

Naturally Wooden
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SASH WINDOWS
Naturally Wooden
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 The traditional sash window is one of the most elegant and attractive window styles 

available, and can enhance any home. 

Our range of designs allow you to add or enhance a classic period feel to a room, while enjoying 

all the benefits of a modern window, such as noise reduction, low maintenance, safety and 

security and energy efficiency. Superbly engineered and of exceptional quality, our sash windows 

are available in softwood and hardwood. They will add real value and style to your home without 

sacrificing performance.  

SASH130 SASH146 SASH168 SASH192
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CASEMENT WINDOWS
Naturally Wooden
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 Our unique range of casement windows are the ideal replacement for classic 

timber windows using modern window technology. Maintaining traditional aesthetics, 

they offer the very latest energy-efficient features. No matter what your requirements, 

from providing new windows to matching an existing style or making an exact replica, 

you’ll find we deliver fast, high-quality and cost-effective service.

• Available in a wide range of designs

• Can be customised to suit  your needs

•  10 years guarantee on the paint finish

• Multi-point locking system

• Fully compliant with Building Regulations     

 and FENSA  requirements

ARCHITECTURAL SOFTLINE TRADITIONAL/OVOLO LAMB TONGUE
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ENTRANCE DOORS
Naturally Wooden
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• Wide range of styles and finishes
• Presented naturally or with factory finish
• Unglazed or pre-glazed
• Wide choice of door furniture – doorknobs, locks, letter plates etc.
• Multipoint locking system 
• Wide range of designs and replica of existing available

The most visible parts of your home – true statement 

 All our entrance doors are made from the finest timber and choices 

include solid oak, hardwood and softwood, and you can select from a wide 

range of high quality accessories, from handles and hinges to locks and letter 

plates. We also supply both glazed, full panel doors and composite doors.
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PATIO DOORS

SLIDING AND FOLDING
 
 Sliding and folding doors are a great way to flood your 

property with light and fresh air, without compromising on space or 

thermal efficiency. Our extensive range gives you lots of options for 

opening up your living space and  letting the light flood in. All products 

combine style and strength, all made to the highest quality and 

produced in bespoke sizes to suit individual properties.

Naturally Wooden
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LIFT AND SLIDE DOORS

 Contemporary approach, using stylish but robust sliding doors, our selection of 

superlative-quality doors is likely to include something that’s perfect for your needs.  Made 

to the highest specifications, we offer a wide choice of styles and finishes, as well as high 

security options.

FRENCH DOORS

 The right patio door can make a big difference to your home, helping you make the 

best use of available natural light and giving you a great way to open up your living space. Our 

selection of timber french doors are available in a range of styles and finishes, and are the 

perfect complement both to traditional and contemporary homes.
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STEEL WINDOWS & DOORS
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STEEL WINDOWS & DOORS



 Whether looking to replace existing windows, 

replicate historic fixtures or to create a stunning new 

home, you’ll find our range of steel windows and doors 

perfect for your project. 

Available options, are as follows:

- Windows
- Doors
  • Entrance
  • French
  • Internal
  • Sliding
  • Sliding and folding
  • Pivot

 Rubust, low maintenance and elegant, our steel 

products will help create brighter interiors to any home.
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WINDOWS

SLIDING DOORS ENTRANCE DOORS

CURTAIN WALLS 

ALUMINIUM RANGE
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BI FOLDING DOORS

Our mission is to support architects and planners to design windows and doors with distinctive visual qualities.
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SEAMLESS SLIDING DOORS

A perfect solution for seamless transparency with designed minimal intrusion of frame and glass. 

The possibility of sash meetings at a 90° corner without a mullion and meeting rail as thin as 20mm.

VISION range

 An avant-garde design of a thermally broken 

sliding system that permits maximum luminosity  

with the minimum amount of seen aluminium profile 

section. An elegance in design that looks to cover great 

light spaces with minimum frame fragments. Possibility 

of sash meetings at a 90° corner without a mullion and 

meeting rail as thin as 20mm.

Technical data:

 • Uw=0,9W/m2K
 • Acoustic insulation up top 43dB
 • Max panel size 4m x 4m
 • Max weight up to 700kg for one panel              
 (with automatic opener)

VISIONlight VISIONplus

slimline aluminium sliding doors
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ARTLINE

This is where art has its purpose – quality. Its design implies a conscious effort to 

create an art object that is both functionally and aesthetically pleasing. 

 

 The impression of extreme simplicity and lightness of ARTLINE is a result 

of combined action between glass, elegant lighting and careful architectural 

consideration of space where LIGHT IS MORE. Sophisticated minimalist design 

creates a light and fluid appearance.

Functionality and technology

           With an impressive potential height 

of, up to 3 meters and minimal frame width 

it allows building interiors to be flooded 

with light. ARTLINE has state of the art 

technology includes optimal thermal 

(0,85W/m2K) and acoustic insulation, heigh 

weather resistance and security solutions. 

Whole system transparency is impressive 

98%.
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COMPOSITE WINDOWS & DOORS

COMPOSITE UPVC/ALU WINDOWS

 Aluminium is a uniquely elegant window material. It offers optimum 

weather protection, high stability, ease of care and an almost unlimited 

range of colour options. On the other hand, plastic delivers optimum heat 

insulation and noise protection, and high functional reliability. With AluClip 

Pro, you get both aluminium and plastic in one innovative system.

 The AluClip Pro has an aluminium profile connected to a 

plastic profile. The aluminium performs the static function so no steel 

reinforcement is necessary inside the window sash. That further improves 

the already good heat insulation properties.

           AluClipPro  passive                                   AluClipPro

  Uw = 0,70 W/m2K   Uw = 0,82 W/m2K
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COMPOSITE TIMBER/ALU WINDOWS AND DOORS 

 Timber windows and doors can look beautiful. They also 

have a long service life and are easy to clean and maintain. Exposure 

of external surfaces to weather conditions means that they usually 

need to be repainted after a few years. That’s where aluminium can 

help. By using products with an all-timber sash and frame, but with 

external aluminium cladding, you get the best of both worlds – the 

look and feel of timber, but full protection against the effects of 

weather. This means that you don’t have to paint the outside of your 

windows or doors during the life of the products. 

 Our range of timber/alu windows and doors are made 

(internally) from engineered timber which gives the frames a high 

insulation level as well as the ability to be stained or lacquered so the 

natural beauty of the timber can be appreciated. 

 We offer a wide range of styles and colours, including a dual 

colour option.

           Elite92alu                                                            Thermo80alu                                                                  PURO                                                   

           PURO passive                                                                 JORD                                                                      THERMO HSalu                                                  

  Uw = 0,80 W/m2K   Uw = 0,90 W/m2K   Uw = 0,90 W/m2K

  Uw = 0,66 W/m2K   Uw = 1,34 W/m2K   Uw = 0,90 W/m2K

Linear

Smart+ Classic 0.5

Retro

Smart

Modern
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Unit 10
Enfield Island Village

Island Centre Way
Enfield 

EN3 6GS

Tel: 0203 150 2041

Wzzeb: www.yord.co.uk

Email: enquiries@yord.co.uk


